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I. Basic tenets of education: 

• knowledge transfer, 

• personality development, 

• commmunication skills, 

• clarification of  v a l u e s.



II. Basic levels of ’doing history’:  

• scholarship (research, publication, rules of the guild), 

• education, 

• political rhetoric, 

• public history, 

• individual and  collective memory (Assmann), 

• the role of history in creating social cohesion.



III. What is more important for creating social cohesion, 

• cooperation and peaceful solution of conflicts in 

groups of various sizes 

• + in international relations: remembering or forgetting



IV. Values connected to various ideal typical forms of 

political systems (Juan Jose Linz)’:  

• democracy

• totalitarian, dictatorship, despotism

• forms and substance, the magic spell of concepts: 

fascism, communism, values attached to concepts



V. Basic dilemma of behaviour:

• submission to the dictator OR resistance 

• political, economic, cultural, moral considerations

• difficulties of judging the value of the outcome, small 

group, local, regional, global levels.)’ 



VI. ’Positive’ patterns:  

• resistance, 

• protest, 

• criticise in various forms, 

• maintain ’timeless” moral 

values (religious and 

secular), 

• long term consequent 

loyalty



VII. ’Negative’ patterns:

• opportunism 

• fear 

• collaboration 

• pragmatism 

• treason 

• high treason’ 

• tu quoque’

• retribution
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VIII. Complexity /b

Isabell Hull: 

Freedom fighters or 

terrorists: the Heydrich case 

(Prague, May, 1942):

István Deák: Europe on Trial



IX. Conclusion: 

• no universal standard method to attach clearly 

defined values to certain forms of behaviour, 

• suggested educational approach: if time allows, make 

a balance sheet before acting, try to consider both 

long term and short term consequences
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